Express Publishing Scholarship

Express Publishing has been supporting and contributing to the professional development of English Language Teaching professionals since 1984 through our quality books, online resources, digital interactive learning materials and our presence at international ELT conventions and book fairs.

This scholarship is funded by Express Publishing and is open to teachers of any level of experience, working in any area of English language teaching.

The award consists of:
- registration for a Pre-Conference Event of your choice
- registration for the IATEFL Conference
- one year’s IATEFL membership
- GBP 2,000

To qualify you must:
- currently be an EFL teacher (of any level of experience)
- commit to writing an article (of about 1,000 words) on your experience of the conference by the end of May 2023, to be published on www.teachers-corner.co.uk
- agree to give a presentation at the IATEFL Conference

To be considered, you must submit:
- an online speaker proposal by the scholarship deadline
- an essay of 400-500 words in which you:
  - describe your teaching approach and how it has been influenced by recent developments in ELT
  - provide a practical example of how your approach has helped in your teaching (e.g. dealing with difficult students, motivation, skills development, etc.)

The submission deadline is **16.00 (UK time) on Thursday 23 June 2022**. Early submissions are very welcome; late submissions will not be considered.

The result of your application will be emailed to you between **13 and 27 August 2022**. Please do NOT contact the IATEFL Head Office about scholarship decisions; the Scholarship Committee will send everyone the results as soon as they are available.